Press Release;
The Pennsylvania Jural Assembly is now looking for new participants. Local County
Assemblies, bodies politic, are also assembled such as the Jefferson County Jural
Assembly for the people of Jefferson County Pennsylvania. Folk interested in the
Pennsylvania Jural Assembly are encouraged to contact our moderator or state secretary;
Our Purpose: The Purpose of the Pennsylvania Jural Assemblies, local, state, and
federal assembly is to recreate our Local, State, and Federal level governmental
institutions. These institutions that were created many years ago as our “service
providers” are presently in Bankruptcy. President Barrack Obama placed the “UNITED
STATES” into chapter 7 bankruptcy July of 2015. And in May of 2017, President Donald
J. Trump placed the “United States of America” into chapter 11 bankruptcy. We must
NOW re-create our governmental institutions from scratch. Are you a Red Pill folk?
We are the Assemblies with the paramount authority of the people, body politic,
and operate by the “Law of the Land.” We the People are domiciled on the soil of
Pennsylvania being born on the soil of an original colony. It is our responsibility to serve
our communities in this effort and it is the Pennsylvania Jural Assembly here now that
are the Spearhead of this effort. The Pennsylvania Assembly is established so we can recreate the State of Pennsylvania which also went bankrupt when the Federal government
went bankrupt. This Bankruptcy only applies to the so called “Federal” employees or the
U.S. citizens. If you were born on the soil of Pennsylvania, you are not and never have
been a U.S. citizen except by default, and therefore you must finish your paperwork
returning to the soil of your birth State. We can help. Your Freedom is at stake. You will
be owned by the Bankers in charge of the bankruptcy, or you will set yourself free. Again,
that is one reason why, we, the Assembly are here to help you.
This must be done in order to protect the Land from the Bankers that desire to steal
your private properties. Without the Assemblies your Property could be sold to the Bank
by assumed liability. If you own a corporation, Beware! If you pay property taxes,
Beware!

Other Pennsylvania contacts can be found at;
C/O 1049 Hill Drive, Reynoldsville, Penna. 15851
Contact#pennsylvaniaAssembly.org
www.PennsylvaniaAssembly.org
www.JeffersoncountyJuralAssembly.org

